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“The Baltic Sea Region has an enormous 
growth potential. In the Hanse Parlament 
I see excellent possibilities to make com-
mon projects, create new dynamic net-
works and also to realize more funding re-
sources from the European Union for the 
SME’s benefit.” 
Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, Former Prime Minister of Denmark and Mem-
ber of the European Parliament 

“Dear Hanse Parlament, I am grateful that 
it did not remain with you as a mere title, 
but that you make it clear throughout your 
working groups what opportunities ener-
gy efficiency offers in practice and what 
challenges and efforts are associated with 
it. I welcome your network and announce 
that the European Union is also prepared 
to support qualification and establishment 
and expansion of the infrastructure with its 

funding programmes. I welcome this pioneering program, which 
they have developed. Please come to Brussels, so that we can 
discuss its realisation.”
Günther H. Oettinger, EU energy commissioner

“The information exchange between the old 
and new EU member states in the Baltic 
Sea Region is essential for a common eco-
nomic growth.” 
Dr. Vytas Navickas, former Minister of Economy 
Lithuania, Professor at Lithuanian University of 
Educational Sciences
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Under the supervision of the Hanse Parlament 39 partners out of ten Baltic 
countries have been implementing the QUICK project from November 
2009 to December 2012. 20 other institutions were involved as associated 
partners, so that a total of 13 countries were covered. The partners also 
ensure the continuation of sustainable innovation support for the SME sec-
tor.
Within the project numerous comprehensive publications were produced. 
Thus this brochure is limited to presenting a brief statement of the main 
results.

Hamburg, November 2012
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1. Backbone of the economy and society
The economy of the Baltic Sea region is characterized mainly by 

small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), which account for about 99 
per cent of all businesses and 70 per cent of all jobs. Crafts and other SMEs 
have survived the international financial crisis and global economic reces-
sion similarly good and sometimes even emerged stronger. They have prov-
en once again, especially in these times of crisis, to be central stabilizers 
of the economy and society. Unlike large enterprises, small and medium 
enterprises have not reacted with layoffs as a first measure, rather the staff - 
their most valuable business asset – was made to keep their jobs as long as 
possible. In recent years new and additional jobs have been created only in 
the SME sector, which will continue in future even more intensively. 

Smaller companies are capable of great creativity and strong innovation, 
two-thirds of all new patent applications are registered by small and micro 
enterprises. With an efficient SME sector the Baltic Sea region will continue 
to grow stronger economically and meet the global competition successfully. 
The Baltic Sea Region has as the best chance to develop into an innovative, 
economically strong region with international recognition.

“The Hanse Parlament created an excellent  
platform for the cooperation of business cham-
bers and companies in the region.”

Ole von Beust, former First Mayor of the Free and 
Hanseatic City of Hamburg
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2. Areas of growth and innovation clusters
Innovation support is a key issue for the middle class. Therefore 

Baltic-wide structural and economic analyses were performed and SMEs, 
chambers and universities were interviewed to determine the needs in this 
area. The results were published as:

Economic Development of 
Small and Medium Enterpri-
ses in the Countries of the 
Baltic Sea Region, 2011

Demand for Innovation 
Support in Small and Medi-
um Enterprises in the Baltic 
Sea Region, 2011

Seven partly complex areas of growth with outstanding innovation needs of 
SMEs in the Baltic region were identified: 

• Human Resources and Organizational Development
• Education
• Health and Integration
• Energy, climate and environmental protection
• Modern technologies, resource-saving building
• Computer Technologies
• Customers and Markets

Of the seven growth areas three were chosen in the QUICK project for for-
mation of the SME specific innovation clusters for the comprehensive pro-
motion and development.
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SME cluster
  “Human resources and organizational develop-

ment“

SME-Cluster
“Energy, Climate, Environmental protection”

SME-Cluster
“Construction technologies“

For the purposes of promotion strategy it was necessary to record the situ-
ation and needs of SMEs as fully as possible, analyse the opportunities for 
growth and differentiation, and to find promising approaches for innovation 
policy. This was done for each cluster in course of studies that were pub-
lished together in a book within the series of the Baltic Sea Academy publi-
cations:

SME Relevant Sectors in the BSR: Personnel and Organisati-
on for Innovation – Energy Markets – 

Construction industries, 2012
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3. Infrastructure to promote innovation

Hanse-Parlament 
major bottlenecks for the development of the SME sector in all the Baltic 
countries are 
 a) the rapidly growing young shortage among entrepreneurs, mana 
 gers and professionals, 
 b) the great demand for product and process innovation, and 
 c) a lack of innovation support measures adapted to the specific   
 needs of the small medium enterprises. 
To overcome these barriers to growth SME-specific innovation support in-
frastructure needs to be developed, made up of SME promoters on the one 
hand and colleges and universities on the other.
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The Hanse Parlament is a Baltic-wide network for the promotion of SMEs. 
Members of the Hanse Parlament are the 47 Chamber of Commerce, Indus-
try and Handicrafts and associations of SMEs, which are the SME promot-
ers in their respective regions. Together the members cover most of Baltic 
sea region and represent a total of more than 450,000 small and medium 
enterprises. Common goal is effective contribution to the development of a 
competitive Baltic Sea Region through promotion of the SME sector.

As part of the QUICK project, the Hanse Parlament was exten-
ded content-wise and also seven additional members joined.

Foundation of the Baltic Sea Academy in February 2010 with 
12 universities, extension to currently 15 universities from 9 
Baltic countries

Baltic Sea Academy
The second Baltic-wide network that has been created anew, consists of col-
leges, universities and research institutions that are committed as an SME 
sector innovation promoters.

Thus in the context of the QUICK-project in 2010 the Baltic Sea Academy 
was founded and developed as an institutional basis. A small capable sec-
retariat, based in Hamburg operates as a service centre, responsible for the 
coordination and ensures, together with
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the Hanse Parlament, smooth cooperation of universities with the chambers 
and associations and SMEs.

Youth and skill shortages, innovation deficits and lack of innovation support 
measures are barriers to growth for the middle class. To eliminate this, the 
Baltic Sea Academy is dedicated to the following tasks:

• Further development of study programs, especially implementation of 
dual-degree courses,

• Experience and information exchange, curriculum development, ex-
change of faculty and students,

• Innovation, technology and knowledge transfer in cooperation with 
chambers and associations,
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• Performing applied research and development work for the SME sector. 

Within the framework of seamless cooperation between the two networks 
“Hanse Parlament with chambers” and “Baltic Sea Academy with universi-
ties” the companies were offered all necessary services and support from 
a single source. These SME-specific innovation support measures for the 
entire Baltic Sea region are unique and very effective.

Innovation needs of SMEs
Promotion of the few clusters of high-tech industry is an important part of 
the current innovation policies. Specific innovation for SMEs must be par-
ticularly intensively developed and implemented with a broad definition of 
innovation, for example:

• Renovations for cost reduction and rationalization,
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• Improvement of existing and development of new products and serv-
ices,

• Development of new technologies and customized solutions,
• Further developments and honing,
• Organizational and social innovations
• Improvement of processes, as well as use of all creative potential and 

employees involvement.

Similarly, support measures are broadly defined and include all relevant ar-
eas, such as

• Implementing research and development projects,
• Knowledge and technology transfer,
• Training of management and staff,
• Intra-and inter-company and international cooperation,
• Group and individual enterprise counselling.

For SMEs it is crucial to receive funding and services accurately, just in time 
and from a single source. Achieving this is the central task of the chambers 
as the first point of contact and constant consultation partner for the enter-
prises. They engage demand-driven universities, act as intermediaries and 
hinges and ensure smooth cooperation between SMEs and universities.

“A cooperation of universities and institutions to 
cooperate for the benefit of SMEs like the Baltic 
Sea Academy is of great additional value for the 
region”. 

Prof. Dr. Piotr Szybek, Lund University
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For the purpose of informing the SMEs and the general public three booklets 
have been developed and published:

Hanse Parla-
ment: Promo-
tion Network for 
SME 

Baltic Sea Acad-
emy: Innovation 
Promotion

SME and Inno-
vation Promo-
tion in Lithuania 
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Center of Competence
For each SME-specific cluster of innovation of the QUICK project a centre 
of competence is being developed by universities that would take up the 
following tasks for continuous promotion of innovation in cooperation with 
chambers:

• Perform complex research and development tasks
• Develop curricula for relevant dual bachelor‘s degrees,
• Develop advanced training courses,
• Ensure knowledge and technology transfer,
• Implementation counselling and “Train the Trainer“ seminars for all 

members of the Hanse Parlament and the Baltic Sea Academy,
• Create of relevant capacities and provide experts and lecturers for 

performance of tasks by the Chambers and other universities,
• Develop tasks for individual chambers and other universities.

The development concept was intensively elaborated in working groups with 
universities and chambers. In addition, a detailed written survey of all cham-
bers and universities was conducted. This served the basis for a compre-
hensive approach:

Center of Competence for 
Innovation Support of SMEs 

in the Baltic Sea Region, 2012
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Although further studies are to clarify a number of issues and develop further 
tasks, preliminary work has already begun.

Center of Competence “Human Resources and Organizational Devel-
opment”

Work in progress: 
• Development and implementation of a project to promote innovation 

by SMEs by including women and the elderly. The project was ap-
proved in 2011 and launched in 2012.

• Implementation of a Baltic-wide training project “Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility”. The project was approved and launched in 2011.
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• Development and implementation of a project on knowledge transfer 
and cooperation between SMEs and universities.

Center of Competence “Energy Efficiency, Climate and Environmental 
Protection“

Work in progress:
• Training to increase energy efficiency and use of renewable energy
• Training of Trainers from all Baltic countries
• Development and implementation of a project to develop new cur-

ricula for vocational training in the field of energy
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• Development and implementation of a project on “Cradle to Cradle“ 
economic principle

• Transfer of modern technologies of waste and sewage treatment as 
well as joint development of such technologies.

Center of Competence “Resource Saving Construction“

Work in progress:
• Development and publication of a brochure specifically for Lithuanian 

SMEs to keep them informed of the support measures of the Center 
of Competence.

• Conduct a business forum for craftsmen and architects.
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4. Innovation through knowledge transfer, research 
and development

Two permanent working groups of universities and chambers were dedi-
cated to technology and knowledge transfer, which were continuously imple-
mented in the daily work of the stakeholders through events, training, group 
and individual consultations. In each region specific meetings with SMEs, 
universities and chambers were also held.

Innovation-Newsletter
A Baltic-wide innovation newsletter and a specific innovation newsletter for 
Poland were issued by the Gdansk University of Technology.

Electronic media and tools
The existing cooperation exchange forum www.baltic-co-
operation.eu was expanded into a platform for innovation 
for SMEs in the Baltic region, adjusted to the relevant infor-
mation, dates and project results.
In connection with another project the “European Business 
Support Network“ was created as a new platform for inno-
vation support for SMEs.

4 Innovation
Newsletter for Poland

10 Innovation Newsletter 
for all  Baltic Countries 
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Within this new image the contents of 
the previous platform “Baltic Coopera-
tion” will be converted so that an inte-
grated platform www.european-busi-
ness-support-network.eu for the target 
groups SMEs, SME promoters and 
universities would be formed by the 
permanent Hanse Parlament as key in-
novation platform for the continued pro-
motion of SMEs.

Implementation of innovations typically requires large investments that must 
be carefully considered in terms of sustainable economic success. Thus 
an electronic instrument was created specifically for SMEs that has proven 
particularly useful. This tool also helps to secure finance more easily since 
banks appreciate the careful calculation, liquidity planning and timely busi-
ness output.

Steering and Controlling Tool
“Companies on Track“
– Controlling in small and medium-sized enterprises

Business forums
Written and electronic information is very important. However, SMEs rely 
particularly on personal communication and exchange. Moreover, it is very 
important to them to be able to see some new techniques or best practice 
examples specifically in practice. Therefore, along the topics of the three 
QUICK Innovation Clusters eight international day-and-half business fo-
rums were conducted combining the personal introduction of new technolo-
gies with with the exchange of experience in small groups and
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study visits. This concept has proven extraordinary useful: the following 
eight forums were attended by over 600 people from all Baltic countries.

2010
Lublin 

“Energy“

2010
Breslau

“Construction“

2011
Vilnius

“Management“

2011
Panevezys

“Construction“

2011
Vilnius

“Energy“

2011
Danzig

“Energy“

2012
Vilnius

“Energy“

2012
Pori

“Energy“

Business and investment plans
A Polish company needed larger investment to implement innovations, but 
could secure no funding for its bank. The company addressed the problem 
to his chamber, which developed a sound investment plan with the support 
of a university. On this basis, the Bank provided financing.
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Research and development tasks
A Hamburger joinery with ten employees was urgently seeking support for 
ISO certification process with special emphasis on standards for selection 
of personnel. The problem was resolved to the satisfaction of the company 
in the undergraduate paper of a student of the Hamburg University of Cor-
porate Education. Within the framework of QUICK-project the members the 
Baltic Sea Academy have used this example to develop and implement in 
a very short period of time manageable tailor-made research and develop-
ment tasks for more than 75 small and medium enterprises in the Baltic 
region.

Following this pattern, the members of the Hanse Parlament and the Bal-
tic Sea Academy have within the QUICK-project tailored and implemented 
business and investment plans for innovative projects for more than 500 
SMEs in the Baltic region.

Around 250 
Business Plans for 

SMEs

Around 250 
Investment Plans 

for SMEs

Customized Research and Development Projects 
for around 75 SMEs
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When universities and businesses collaborate within dual degree programs 
this results in very intensive networking, direct technology and knowledge 
transfer, and excellent opportunities for accurate research and development 
activities, carried out by students at the enterprises with supervision of pro-
fessors and lecturers.

The extend the activities beyond, which can be realized with reasonable 
means, the QUICK project itself set the ambitious goal of developing at least 
one project for complex research and development activities and apply for 
funding. The fact that even in this area the expectations were far exceeded 
testifies to the very successful work of the Baltic Sea-wide innovation sup-
port networks “Hanse Parlament with chambers“ and “Baltic Sea Academy 
with universities“. In fact, four research and development projects have been 
developed, funding was secured and implementation already started.

Innovative SME Network for 
SMEs in BSR, Implementation 

2010 - 2011

Corporate Social 
Responsibility for SMEs in the 

BSR, Implementation since 
October 2011

Innovative SMEs by Gender 
and Age, Implementation 

since December 2011

Career and Study Advice by 
Means of a Vocational 

Navigator
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Knowledge Partnership and 
Center of Competence for 

SMEs “Human Resources and 
Organizational Development”

Skill Alliance Energy Saving 
and Sustainable Construction 

in the Baltic Sea Region

Manual “personal and organizational development”
The cluster “personal and organizational development” contains by far the 
biggest untapped productivity of SMEs and thus also the greatest need for 
innovation. The Scandinavian countries are very advanced in their develop-
ment in that matter. Because of the extreme importance of this innovation 
cluster, following the example of the University of Lund and the community 
Åstorp, a handbook was developed and published, describing the interac-
tive visualization of innovation processes, cluster work and personal and 
organizational development.

Furthermore, 2012 additional R & D projects have been developed and sub-
mitted, there is no decision yet on their support.

Economic development 
through human growth, 2012

“With high qualifications we must support our compa-
nies to be better and faster than the rest of the world.”

Wiesław Szajda, President of the Pomerian Chamber of 
Handicrafts and SMEs in Gdańsk
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5. Innovation through qualification
Education is the biggest bottleneck and at the same time the strong-

est growth area of the future. Qualified specialists are the most important 
prerequisite for using the market opportunities in other growth areas. Due to 
the dramatic decrease in the number of school graduates, because of low 
birth-rate and through the decreasing attractiveness of vocational educa-
tion there is already a lack of entrepreneurs, managers and professionals 
in many Baltic countries. As part of further demographic development, the 
shortage will get aggravated and would first of all threaten the growth of 
SMEs. The fuse of professional and managerial qualities in next generation 
of professionals is, therefore, the crucial question of survival for the SMEs in 
the Baltic region and the most important innovation promotion task.

Because of its crucial importance in the context of the QUICK project the 
innovative field of “education“ was specifically studied, the situations in the 
Baltic countries was analysed and necessary innovations in education and 
training were identified and declared.

Education Policy Strate-
gies today and tomorrow 

around the 
“Mare Balticum”, 2011

Agenda 2020: Educational 
Policy Strategies and Ob-
jectives for the Baltic Sea 

Region, 2012

For the purpose of contributing to forward-looking strategies in political deci-
sion-making processes and sharing experiences, three international confer-
ences were held for general and vocational training with politicians, 
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QUICK – Activities and Results at a Glance

Activities     Results               
Areas of growth and innovation clusters
SME structure analysis BSR   Publication
SME survey on innovation needs  Publication
3 studies on SME Innovation Clusters  Book

Infrastructure to promote innovation
Extension of SME support network  to 47 regions
Baltic Sea Academy founded   with15 universities
SME Information    through 3 brochures
Development of the Innovation Center  Concept
Creation of the Innovation Center  3 Centres of Competence

Innovation through knowledge transfer, research and development
Innovation Newsletter    14 Newsletter issues 
Innovation Platform    2 platforms
Innovation Tool     1 electronic tool
8 Business forums on new technologies  > 600 Participants
Business plans for innovations   for 250 SMEs 
Investment plans for innovations   for 250 SMEs
R&D activities     for 75 SMEs
Complex R&D projects for SMEs  4 commenced
Economic through humane growth  Book

Innovation through qualification
Panevėžys Education Conference  103 Participants
Gdansk Education Conference   151 Participants
Seminar “Energy Efficiency“   Curriculum
Seminar “Solar energy“    Curriculum
Seminar “Renewable Energy“   Curriculum
28 Trainings on “Energy“ for SMEs  848 Participants
Training “Waste and sewage“   104 Participants
Seminar “Doing business internationally“  Curriculum
Seminar “Cost Management for SMEs“  Curriculum
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Activities     Results               

Seminar “Corporate Governance“  Curriculum
Seminar “Quality Management“   Curriculum
Seminar “Innovative Start-ups“   Curriculum
5 “Train the Trainer“ seminars   168 Participants
Dual-degree course “Mechatronic“  Curriculum
Dual-degree course “Renewable Energies“ Curriculum
Dual-degree course “Care“   Curriculum
Innovation through cooperation
6 international cooperation events  457 SMEs
Manual “Providing Services for SMEs“  33 Best Practices
International Workshop “Cooperation“  25 Participants
Innovation through policy change
Strategic program “Economic Policy“  Book
Strategy Programme “Education Policy“  Book
Strategy Program “Regional Policy“  Book
Hanseatic Conference “Education“  113 Participants
Hanseatic Conference “Energy“   132 Participants
Hanseatic Conference “innovation“  159 Participants
Education Mare Balticum   Book
Energy Mare Balticum    Book
Innovation Mare Balticum   Book
6 public events with politicians   894 Participants
Results presentations by third parties  62 Participants
Innovation through communication
32 workshops for 7 working groups  670 Participants
Project Newsletter    12
Press releases and conferences   15 and 6
Published articles    more than 60
Own TV shows     8
Own public events    26 with >200 politicians
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stakeholders and representatives of SMEs, attended by a total of 367 per-
sons.

2010 Hamburg 
“Education Policy Strategies today and tomorrow around 
the Mare Balticum”, inter alia, with the Minister of Educa-

tion in Hamburg

2011 Panevėžys
“Increase of the Attractiveness of Vocational Training”, in-

ter alia, with the Minister of Education in Lithuania

2011 Danzig
“Objectives and strategies of the education policy“, inter 

alia, with the Minister of Education in Poland

Advanced vocational training
The project partners and SME representatives have identified the biggest 
and most urgent training needs in “Energy efficiency and renewable ener-
gy“. Therefore corresponding curricula and materials for three courses were 
developed.

Renewable En-
ergy and Energy 

Efficiency for 
SMEs

Solar energy - 
technology and 
applications for 

SMEs

Energy efficient 
construction 
and use of re-
newable ener-

gies

All three courses have been field-tested on partners with a total of 209 SME 
owners and employees.
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2010 Stettin
“Renewable 

Energy“

2011 Tallinn
“Solar 

Energy“

2011 Brest
“Energy-Effi-

cient Building”

The high number of participants reflects the great need for further training. 
After the testing and a revision the curricula were transferred with all course 
materials and instructor manuals to all project and associated partners in 
multilingual form. After that due to very high demand a total of 25 additional 
seminars were conducted with 639 participants in 2012.

January 2012 
Warschau

June 2012 
Schwerin

Enterprises turned to the Belarusian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
saying that they urgently need information about innovative technologies of 
waste and waste water management. The Hanse Parlament with experts 
from various members of the Baltic Sea Academy developed a concept and 
a curriculum for a two-day training, which was conducted with 104 people 
in Minsk.

2012 Minsk
“Technologies of the collection and processing of waste 

and waste water“

January - June 
2012 Cottbus
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Project partners and SMEs reported an urgent need for further training to be 
able to promote and implement innovations. Baltic-wide best practice cours-
es on various topics were examined and revised according to the needs and 
conditions of the countries and occasionally – completely redesigned. The 
curriculum and course materials have been distributed between all project 
and associated partners.

To support the implementation and promotion of the innovation for partners, 
a concept and a curriculum for a two-day “Train the Trainer“ course was 
developed, which was conducted four times with a total of 151 participants 
in different locations.

Doing business 
international

Cost 
Management 

for SMEs

Strategies of 
management for 

SMEs

Quality 
Management 

for SMEs

Training program 
for entrepreneurs

Training concept and materials “Train the Trainer“ Program
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The high number of participants testifies to the enormous importance of 
qualifications for SMEs within the framework of innovation support. As the 
need for further training is particularly high in the energy and environment 
areas, at the request of the project partners a specific “Train the Trainer“ 
program on renewable energy was developed.

Dual bachelor’s-degree programs
In Hamburg Metropolitan Region there is a great shortage of skilled me-
chatronics specialists. Within a workshop at the University 21 representa-
tives of chambers and enterprises worked out a solution. The University 21 
then developed a curriculum, and a year later launched the new dual-degree 
program “Mechatronics“. The participating enterprises are enthusiastic both 
about the qualified recruits and the knowledge and technology transfer, 
which they obtained by the dual training courses.

Train the Trainer course 
concept “solar tech-

nologies“

2012 Hamburg 
Train the Trainer 
“Solar technolo-

gies“

2012 Tallinn2010 Stettin 2011 Riga 2011 Cot-
tbus
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With the support of the QUICK project other dual-degree programs were 
also promoted at the University 21 and University of Corporate Education in 
Hamburg and successfully implemented by both institutions.

Curriculum 
“Mechatronic“

Curriculum
“Care“

Curriculum
“Management 

and technology 
of renewable 

energy“

The SME sector in Stettin area demonstrates an increasing shortage of 
skilled young entrepreneurs and executives. The chamber and guilds of the 
region would therefore like to also implement a dual bachelor‘s degrees pro-
gram and have secured support of a Polish university for this. The mem-
bers of the Baltic Sea Academy “University 21“ and “Hamburg University of 
Corporate Education“ that together offer seven dual-degree programs, pre-
sented their curricula and documents. Further research showed, however, 
that programs with combination of notions of “University“ and “Enterprise“ 
are not possible under the Polish law. The Hamburg University of Corporate 
Education is ready to organize under its direction programs on German law 
in Poland. After further checks and preparations implementation is to com-
mence in Poland in 2013.  

Dual degree programs are ideally suited to compensate for the considerable 
shortage of entrepreneurs and managers of SMEs, effectively ensure close 
cooperation between universities and companies, and also realize knowl-
edge transfer and perform research and development-tailored tasks.
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Therefore, in future development of additional courses and their Baltic-wide 
implementation should be given highest priority. These tasks can be com-
bined perfectly with the establishment of Center of Competence.

“An improved internalisation of our companies 
is one of the major objectives of my economic 
policy; therefore I support the cooperation of 
the northern federal states to cooperate within 
the Hanse Parlament.” 

Walter Hierche, former Minister of Economic Af-
fairs, Employment and Transport of Lower Saxony

“The small and medium enterprises are the sec-
tor of our economy that we have to focus on. The 
European Economy – that means skilled crafts, 
micro-companies and medium-sized enterprises. It 
is this sector only where new jobs will be created.”

Günter Verheugen, former EU commissioner and vice-president of the 
European Commission

“In North-Eastern Europe we have got the chance 
to build on our common history and tradition, on 
Hanseatic pride, cosmopolitan liberalism and the 
spirit of the Hanseatic League, an economic and cul-
tural community.” 

Dr. Henning Voscherau, former First Mayor of the Free and Hanseatic 
City of Hamburg
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6. Innovation through cooperation
Through cross-border cooperation at the enterprise level, getting 

to know different cultures and through personal experience innovations are 
sustainably fostered. In addition, there is a pronounced growth potential for 
the Baltic Sea region SMEs in foreign trade which requires a much more 
intensive international positioning of SMEs in connection with far-reaching 
innovations. Thus, along with the business forums international cooperation 
exchange events were conducted with targeted matchmaking for SMEs.

In Wroclaw  “Modern construction technologies“ with 62 
people from five Baltic Sea countries; matchmaking partici-

pated 35 companies

In Lublin  “Renewable Energy“ with 53 people from four 
Baltic countries

Vilnius  “Business and personnel management“ with 104 
people from six Baltic countries

In Panevezys  “Modern construction technologies“ with 85 
people from three Baltic countries

Vilnius  “Energy efficiency“ with 96 people from 
Germany and Lithuania

In Danzig  “Resource-saving building“ with 57 
architects and contractors
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Danzig 2012

Workshop “Cooperative project work“

Concept

“Experience and recommendations for carrying out interna-
tional cooperation exchanges for SMEs“

The interest of companies towards the international exchange was great. 
However, the participation in Matchmaking in the course of the project 
tends to decrease. The chambers are convinced that cooperation exchange 
events are essential for initiating international contacts. Therefore, based on 
the project experience a concept for the long-term continuation of interna-
tional cooperation exchange events developed.

Initial contact through collaborative exchanges is very important, but it can 
only be a first step. Particularly important for the development of internation-
al activities are the process consultations through the chambers, associa-
tions and other economic developers. A handbook has been developed and 
published to provide best-practices for the promotion of SMEs.

Moreover, in order to train the employees of Chambers and Associations, 
a workshop on cooperation and project development was carried out with 
international experience, attended by 25 people.

Manual
“Providing services for SMEs with 33 Best Practices”                      
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The previously developed electronic Cooperation Forum “Baltic Cooper-
ation“ was continued and expanded in the QUICK project. It will now be 
merged with the support and cooperation platform „European Business Sup-
port Network“, which was developed as part of yet another project. This 
creates a central platform for the promotion of cooperation and innovation 
in SMEs.

Electronic 
Cooperation
 Exchange

www.baltic-
cooperation.eu

Cooperation and 
support
 platform

www.eubizz.net

“Customers nowadays demand more 
professional services. Therefore we 
must even further enhance the already 
very high quality of the companies in 
the Baltic Sea region.”

Harry Bjerkeng, Norwegian Federation of 
Craft Enterprises
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7. Innovation through policy change 
Politics, especially at EU level, have acknowledged the high and 

growing importance of the middle class. However, there are still significant 
deficits in terms of translation into concrete political action. Policy making 
in the operating environment must be consistently focused on the needs 
and great opportunities for development of SMEs in order to strengthen in-
novation and qualification in sustainable SMEs. For this purpose the QUICK 
project developed and published three outstanding policies:

• Economic and Innovation Policy
• Educational policy
• Regional and Innovation Policy 

2010
 Objectives and strategies for the development of crafts and 

SMEs in the Baltic region

Strategy recommendations:

a) Competitiveness
b) Education
c) Flexicurity
d) innovation, research and development
e) Taxes and social security
f) Capital Supply
g) International Cooperation
h) Economic self-government
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2012
Strategy “Innovation in Regional Policy”

Strategy recommendations:

a) Cooperation and Integration
b) Regional competition and fiscal equalization
c) Equivalent conditions of life and work-sharing
d) Independent cultures and self-esteem
e) Endogenous potentials and smart specialization
f) economic cycles and collection development
g) Small and medium enterprises and networks
h) innovation and knowledge partnerships
i) decentralization and autonomy
j) center concept and infrastructure

2011
 Agenda 2020: 

Education Policy objectives and strategies for the Baltic Sea 
Region

Strategy recommendations:

a) Early Childhood Education
b) Schooling
c) Vocational training
d) Professional Development and Study
e) Education and location policy

The three political programs include the objectives and strategies that the 47 
chambers and associations, as advocates of the interests of the entire Baltic 
region in politics and administration, have put forwards and coordinated.
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Thus the joint programs for by far the largest and most important economic 
region of the Baltic Sea will be presented, that represent the interests of both 
the small and medium sized businesses and their employees as well as the 
public, and must be implemented in the common work of political offices, 
administration, chambers, associations and academia.

Hanseatic Conferences
For the purpose of together developing goals, strategies and actions and 
incorporating the recommendations from industry and science in policy-
making, the Hanseatic Parliament held annually a three-day Hanseatic 
Conference with participation of about 130 business people, scientists and 
representatives of chambers, associations, political offices and government. 
After the presentation of information in short reports the participants con-
tinued working together at round tables in groups each made up of ten to 
twelve persons from different countries and sectors. AS one of the tasks of 
the project QUICK three Hanseatic conferences were held in Hamburg.

2012 Seventh Hanseatic Conference  “Promotion of innova-
tion and innovative strategies in regional policy around the 

Mare Balticum”

2010 Fifth Hanseatic 
Conference”Education 
policy strategies today 

and tomorrow around the 
Mare Balticum”

2011 Sixth Hanseatic 
Conference “Energy 

efficiency and climate 
change around the Mare 

Balticum”
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QUICK General 
Assembly 2009 

in Berlin

98 participants

QUICK General 
Assembly 2010 

in Minsk

86 participants

QUICK General 
Assembly 2011 

in Warsaw

100 participants

QUICK General 
Assembly 2012 

in Brussels

90 participants

Three Hanseatic conferences saw participation of a total of 404 people. The 
results, the long versions of the presentations and the work at the round ta-
bles were published as a book in each of the publication series of the Baltic 
Sea Academy.

In order to strengthen the communication between SMEs, universities and 
chambers, to exchange information and experiences and to hold intensive 
discussions with representatives from political offices and administration, 
two-day annual general meetings were also conducted, involving all project 
and associated partners.

Education 
Policy Strate-

gies today 
and tomorrow 

around the 
“Mare Balti-
cum”, 2011

Energy 
Efficiency and 

Climate 
Protection 
around the 
“Mare Balti-
cum”, 2011

Promotion of 
Innovation 

and innovative 
strategies in 

Regional Poli-
cies around the 

“Mare Balti-
cum“, 2012
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2009 Berlin

“Mare Balti-
cum - in the 
future more 

than 
the sea”

EU-Baltic Sea Strategy
Within the framework of the EU Baltic Sea Strategy QUICK is a flagship 
project. This was an excellent opportunity to meet the needs of SMEs and 
the project results contribute to various policy areas. Particularly intensively 
QUICK participated in a working group to on education policies: a summary 
concept was developed.

In addition, three separate public meetings were conducted in order to in-
form about the strategy concepts and other project results, and especially to 
generate understanding among politicians: a lecture and discussion event 
in Berlin with 220 participants, an evening lecture with EU Commissioner 
Günther Oettinger and 300 participants on the EU energy policy as well as 
an event in Brussels on regional policy with around 100 participants.

Guiding themes of future education policy 
in the Baltic region, 2010

2012 Brüssel

„Innovation
in Regional 

Policy“

2011 Hamburg

“European 
Energy Policy”
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For the purpose of informing about the needs of SMEs and project results at 
a large scale and in particular to present goals and strategies for promoting 
innovation in policy-making, a rather intense work was done at various na-
tional and international bodies. In addition, project results are continuously 
presented at numerous third-party events and discussion. 

Presentations 

on more than 60 events held in all the Baltic 
countries with a total of about 4,000 people

“By strengthening the competitiveness of SME’s, the 
B-SME project by the Hanse Parlament is of particu-
lar importance.”

Uwe Döring, former Minister of Justice Employment and 
European Affairs of Land Schleswig-Holstein

“The work of the Hanse Parlament to promote crafts 
and SMEs in the entire Baltic Sea region is particularly 
significant and requires all available support.”

Josef Katzer, President of the Hamburg Craft Chamber

“The Hanseatic conferences serve an excellent plat-
form for researchers, entrepreneurs and other stake-
holders from the Baltic States to share and further de-
velop future models for the Baltic Sea Region and the 
promotion of crafts and SMEs.”

Jutta Blankau, Senator for Urban Development and Envi-
ronment, Hamburg
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Within the framework of the QUICK-project seven permanent working 
groups were formed, in which universities, chambers, public administrations 
and SMEs were working together in a total of 32 workshops and exchanged 
experiences and knowledge. In addition, during the project period a total of 
26 unique public events were held, with participation of more than 200 politi-
cians and stakeholders.

7 working groups 
realized 

32 international work-
shops with a total of 670 

participants

26 own dedicated public 
events with the participa-

tion of over 200 politi-
cians and stakeholders

8. Innovation through communication
Communication is a key to promoting innovation in general, espe-

cially for SMEs personal communication is very important. Therefore, within 
the QUICK project a comprehensive communication plan was developed 
and implemented.

Additionally there was a very intense written and electronic information ex-
change through concepts, newsletters, emails, and three Internet portals.

Communication plan Project BSR QUICK

12 detailed Newsletter
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To disseminate QUICK results and to inform the general public intensive 
public relations work was also conducted, including

www.hanse-
parlament.eu

www.baltic-sea-
academy.eu

www.bsr-
quick.eu

8 TV shows of 45 
minutes each

More than 60 
articles

A series of the Baltic Sea Academy publications has been established, fea-
turing eight QUICK-project books.

Strategies for the Develop-
ment of Crafts and SMEs in 
the Baltic Sea Region, 2010

Education Policy Strategies 
today and tomorrow around 
the “Mare Balticum”, 2011

15 Press
Releases

8 Press 
Conferences

Energy Efficiency and Cli-
mate Protection around the 

“Mare Balticum”, 2011

Agenda 2020: Educational 
Policy Strategies and Ob-
jectives for the Baltic Sea 

Region, 2012
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Strategies and Promotion 
of Innovation in Regional 
Policies around the “Mare 

Balticum”, 2012

Economic development 
through human growth, 

2012

SME relevant sectors in the 
BSR: 3 cluster studies, 2012

Strategy “Innovation in Re-
gional Policy”, 2012

More publications in different form:

Economic Development of 
SMEs in the Countries of 

the Baltic Sea Region

Demand for Innovation Sup-
port in SMEs in the Baltic 

Sea Region

Center of Competence for 
Innovation Support

Economic and innovation 
promotion in Lithuania

Hanse Parlament -
Promotion of the middle 

class

Baltic Sea Academy-innova-
tion support for SMEs

Providing services for SMEs 
with 33 Best Practices

Cooperation between uni-
versities and chambers/

SMEs – 
Innovation transfer
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“The Hanse Parlament is working actively to boost 
the economic competitiveness of the Baltic Sea re-
gion and in particular to promote medium-sized busi-
nesses which account for 99% of all enterprises and 
for up to 80% of total employment.” 

Missler, newspaper for entrepreneurs in medium-sized enterprises
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9. Innovative Partner
QUICK project was implemented by 39 partners: chambers, uni-

versities and public authorities from the countries of Belarus, Denmark, Ger-
many, Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland and Sweden.

Project partners:
• Hanse Parlament (Lead Partner)
• Baltic Institute of Finland, Finland
• Belarusian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Belarus
• Brest Department of the Belarusian Chamber, Belarus
• Business Kolding, Denmark
• Chamber of Craftsmanship and Enterprise in Białystok, Poland
• Chamber of Crafts and SME in Szczecin, Poland
• Chamber of Crafts in Opole, Poland
• Chamber of Crafts of Mazovia, Kurpie and Podlasie Warsaw, Poland
• Chamber of Handicraft Middle Pomerania in Słupsk, Poland
• Cottbus Chamber of Skilled Crafts and SME’s, Germany
• Craft Chamber of Łódź, Poland
• Estonian Association of Small and Medium Enterprises, Estonia
• Hamburg Chamber of Skilled Crafts + Small Businesses, Germany
• Handicraft and Small Business Chamber Lublin, Poland
• Kujawsko-Pomorska Chamber of Craft and SME’s, Poland
• Lower Silesian Chamber of Craft and SME Businesses, Poland
• Minsk Department of the Belarusian Chamber, Belarus
• Norwegian Federation of Craft Enterprises, Norway
• Organisation of Handicraft Businesses in Trondheim, Norway
• Panevėžys Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts, Lithuania
• Pomeranian Chamber of Handicrafts for SME’s, Poland
• Schwerin Chamber of Skilled Crafts, Germany
• Small Business Chamber Warsaw, Poland
• Vilnius Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts, Lithuania
• Warmia and Mazury Chamber of Crafts and SME in Olsztyn, Poland
• Brest State Technical University, Belarus
• Gdansk University of Technology, Poland
• Hamburg University of Corporate Education, Germany
• Hanseatic Academy of Management in Słupsk, Poland
• Lund University, Sweden
• Satakunta University of Applied Sciences, Finland
• University 21 Buxtehude, Germany
• University of Latvia, Latvia
• Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Lithuania
• Ministry for Urban Development and Environment Hamburg, Germany
• Municipality of Åstorp, Sweden
• Office of the Marshall of the Pomorskie Voivodship, Poland
• Pomorskie Voivodship - Voivodship Labour Office, Poland
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Associated partners:
• Chamber of Craft Region Kaliningrad, Russia
• Chamber of Crafts and SME in Katowice, Poland
• Chamber of Crafts and SME in Kielce, Poland
• Craft Chamber in Rostov/Don, Russia
• Craft Chamber in Rzeszów, Poland
• Dresden Chamber of Skilled Crafts and Small Businesses, Germany
• Eastern Mecklenburg Pomerania Chamber of Handicraft, Germany
• Företagarna Skåne Service AB, Sweden
• Gomel Branch of the Belarusian Chamber, Belarus
• Handicraft Chamber Leningrad Region, Russia
• Handicraft Chamber of Ukraine, Ukraine
• Hungarian Association of Craftsmen Corporations, Hungary
• Master of Crafts Norway, Norway
• Mogilev Branch of Belarusian Chamber, Belarus
• Russian Chamber of Crafts, Russia
• St. Petersburg Crafts Chamber, Russia
• Wielkopolska Craft Chamber in Poznań, Poland
• Bialystok Technical University, Poland
• Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences, Lithuania
• Saint Petersburg State University of Economics, Russia

Organisations included apart from project partners:
# 12 municipalities
# 17 regional authorities 
# National Ministries of Economy and Ministries of Education 
# EU-level: Committee of Economic Affairs of the European Parliament
# Baltic region-level: Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS), Chaired by the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs Denmark
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”We consider the participation in the 
project „BSR QUICK“ as a valuable ex-
perience. The possibility to discuss the 
crucial questions of the future and the 
further development of SMEs in the Bal-
tic region on a transnational level is of 
particular interest.  Numerous confer-
ences, forums, and work meetings were 
held, offering a great opportunity for the 
exchange of experiences on best prac-
tices for the promotion of business de-

velopment, with a particular emphasis on the regional specialties. 
We see a great opportunity for the further transfer and develop-
ment of the project results in the form of the created modules, es-
pecially in the form of an international network for the cooperation 
between entrepreneurs, universities, and the administration, a so 
called center of competence.” 

Włodzimierz Szordykowski, Marshal’s Office of the Pomorskie Voivod-
ship

It‘s grown into a strong partnership, where all are working 
together on a very fruitful and faithful basis. We are grateful 
for the excellent cooperation and look forward to an active 

continuation.

We also sincerely thank the Joint Technical Secretariat of the 
Baltic Sea Region program for the valuable advice and sup-

port in implementing this project.

Hanse Parlament, November 2012



QUICK The project promotes the innovative capacity of 
small and medium enterprises in the Baltic region through:

• Knowledge and Technology transfer
• Research and development activities
• Professional qualification
• International cooperation
• Designing policy frameworks
• Strengthening communication

The support focuses on three SME-specific clusters with large reserves of 
productivity and high levels of innovation needs that have been created and 
developed within the QUICK project:

1. Cluster: Personal and Organisational development 
2. Cluster: Energy, Climate, Environmental protection 
3. Cluster: Construction technologies 
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